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Marketing Bulletins on the Web

Dear Alpha Microsystems VAR:

All new VAR channel Marketing Bulletins will soon be accessible at our Internet site on the World
Wide Web. The whole Alpha Micro community—users, resellers, prospective customers, and our
own staff worldwide—will have direct access to announcements about product features, benefits,
specifications, and selected other marketing information.

Web postings will begin with the bulletins you’re reading now, which will go on the Web within
the next couple of weeks. Thereafter, all new bulletins will be posted promptly after the date of
issue. VAR channel Marketing Bulletins will appear in the Support section of our site. Go to
On-Line Documentation, then scan down through the Section Index of documents. When you see
the new entry Marketing Bulletins, you’ll know you’ve arrived.

We prepare Marketing Bulletins primarily for our network of authorized Alpha Micro resellers.
Consequently, bulletins may contain reseller prices or other information that we consider propri-
etary and confidential. In bulletins printed for reseller distribution, such information will appear in
a Reseller Supplement. The Supplement won’t be visible in the document as displayed on the Web.

Marketing Bulletins will be added to the AlphaCD, our CR-ROM software and documentation
distribution service. Bulletins on the AlphaCD will be formatted the same way as on the Web, with
the Reseller Supplement deleted. Distribution begins on the AlphaCD scheduled for this March.

In the months since Alpha Micro went live on the Web last summer, we’ve seen spectacular growth
in traffic through the site. Visitors are tapping this amazing resource for technical documentation—
up-to-date and instantly available—and for a wide range of data on our company, products, and
services. Soon you’ll have the added dimension of Marketing Bulletins, available from wherever
you are, whenever you need the information.

Best regards,

John F.G. Leighton
Product Manager

Alpha Micro on the Web:  http://www.alphamicro.com


